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Abstract
Turkey hosts more refugees than any other country in the world. Incoming numbers have increased steadily since the outbreak of the Syrian war in 2011. This raises enormous challenges for the host country, not least with regard to the provision of healthcare. This article examines the developments in the light of stratified membership theories. More specifically, it asks how far the healthcare system in Turkey can be categorised as a system of stratified membership for different groups of urban refugees, focusing on refugees from Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan. Following a theoretical debate about stratification in the provision of social rights, 16 semi-structured interviews with experts and active participants were carried out in Ankara to understand the situation of urban refugees in need of healthcare. The results confirm assumptions of stratified membership theories which understand citizenship in a broad sense as comprising the interconnected dynamics between social rights, legal status and identity requirements. Next to ethnic categories of origin defining the status in Turkey, factors such as language skills or the individual economic situation also play crucial roles for stratified membership both as an empirical fact and as a constructed practice.
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Introduction
Currently, Turkey hosts more refugees than any other country in the world. Syrians are by far the largest group in the country, followed by people fleeing Iraq and Afghanistan. Situated next to Syria geographically and having pursued a de facto open-door policy towards people fleeing from there, incoming numbers have increased steadily since the outbreak of the Syrian war in 2011. The high number of refugees1 arriving in Turkey opens up questions as to how the social rights of such an immense group of non-citizens can be met. As a fundamental social right, healthcare access lies at the heart of humanitarian care. It is reported that the camps organised by the Republic Of Turkey Ministry Of Interior Disaster And Emergency Management Presidency (AFAD) close to the border are generally well-managed (Alpak et al., 2015, Pfortmueller, Schwetlick, Mueller, Lehmann, & Exadaktylos, 2016). Yet only around

1‘Refugee’ will be used to refer to a person who fled his/her home country due to persecution. The term is used in a broad sense throughout the paper, not overlapping with the legal definition of ‘refugee’ in Turkey, nor taking up characterisations of legitimacy in terms of distinguishing between ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’ (Crawley & Skleparis, 2018).
10% of the Syrian refugees live in camps (Directorate General of Migration Management [DGMM], 2019; United Nations Development Group, 2018). Accordingly, the situation of the large number of non-camp refugees in the cities of Turkey, i.e. urban refugees, deserves attention.

Turkey has developed various mechanisms to cope with this situation. The Law on Foreigners and International Protection (LFIP, 2013) was adopted in Turkey in 2013 and represents the emergence of a political framework not only relating to migration to Turkey but also to the rights of refugees. This framework specifies which persons can apply for international protection in Turkey, guarantees non-refoulement and outlines refugees’ rights to registration as well as the conditions of the application process for asylum (Kırisci, 2014; Öner & Genc, 2015; Paçacı Elitok & Straubhaar, 2012). In addition, a new institution, which plays a crucial role in implementing the LFIP, was created under the Ministry of Interior, namely, the DGMM. It is, however, important to note that Article 61 of the LFIP maintains the geographical limitation from the 1951 Geneva Convention, which restricts the status of ‘refugee’ to people from Europe (Ekmecki, 2016). Others can file protection claims, being subject to two parallel procedures. On the one hand, Syrian nationals and stateless persons coming from Syria who arrived in Turkey after April 28, 2011 by definition of the Temporary Protection Regulation (TPR) (2014) (provisional article 1), as based on Article 91 of LFIP, are granted temporary protection. On the other hand, non-Syrians can qualify for conditional or subsidiary protection (LFIP, 2013, articles 62 and 63). In this paper, the word ‘refugee’ is thus not used in the legal sense but generally for people fleeing their countries and residing in Turkey.

As well as constructing a political framework for migration, the LFIP (2013) and the TPR (2014) created a twofold system for refugees, separating procedures for Syrian and non-Syrian refugees. The former group is granted its rights by the TPR and the latter group depends on international protection, waiting years for resettlement by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). As a result, both groups’ stay is supposed to be temporary, without long-term prospects (Soykan, 2017), and the newly developed legal framework of migration in Turkey does not cover inclusive integration policies (Baban, Ilcan, & Rygiel, 2017; Ekmecki, 2016). In February 2017, the UNHCR reported 2,910,281 registered Syrians in Turkey, compared to 2,715,789 as of March 2016 (United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees [UNHCR], 2016b), and the number is still increasing (DGMM, 2019). Likewise, the number of UNHCR-registered international protection applicants has also risen from 258,405 to 295,401 (United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees [UNHCR], 2016a), consisting mainly of Afghans, Iraqis, Iranians and Somalis.

Given the large number of Syrians, the situation of the international protection applicants in Turkey has rarely been researched. Hence, this article complements research on Syrians only (e.g., Baban et al., 2017; Bilecen & Yurtseven, 2018; Mardin, 2017) by focusing to an equal degree on refugees fleeing Iraq and Afghanistan. Afghan refugees in Turkey are a particularly vulnerable group and rarely researched (Alemi et al., 2017; Ikizoglu Erensu, 2016).

The article asks to what extent the healthcare system in Turkey can be categorised as a system of stratified membership for different groups of refugees. Next to empirical insights from semi-structured interviews conducted in Ankara between February and
June 2016, this article contributes to the theoretical debate about the provision of social rights. Stratified membership helps to better understand both the practical consequences of the legal divisions in the realm of healthcare outlined above, and preliminary empirical insights during fieldwork about varying degrees of access. Social policies towards refugees are understood as mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion (Ataç & Rosenberger, 2013; Baldi & Goodman, 2015; Joppke, 2007; Morris, 2002), not only reflecting the coverage of basic needs but also the political realisation of the contested issues of citizenship and integration.

The next section briefly outlines the Turkish healthcare system, with its recent reform to a universal system and a view to creating access barriers for refugees. Then the theoretical foundation of the article is explained – citizenship as stratified membership –, building on the extension of citizenship rights to non-citizens and the specific importance of social rights for immigrant groups. After a brief overview of the methods applied, key findings are presented and contextualised using concepts of stratified membership. Finally, the article concludes with a brief summary and suggests directions for future research.

**The Turkish healthcare system and barriers for refugees**

The Turkish healthcare scheme has undergone major transformations since the introduction of the Health Transformation Program in 2003. The overall goal was universal health coverage. Respective measures dealt with organisation, funding, resource allocation and service delivery. The success of the reform is widely recognised. Some scholars also praise the new health system as having fully achieved its goal of an equal system of universal coverage (Atun, 2015; Atun et al., 2013). Others focus more critically on parallel forms of marketisation and associated privatisation (Aktan, Pala, & Ilhan, 2014; Bugra & Candas, 2011), risking the exclusion of vulnerable groups. As examples, Agartan (2012, p. 467) names “geographical barriers to accessing health facilities, inequalities in the distribution of health personnel and high-quality facilities and informal payments that limit access to services.” Low-income groups and the majority of refugees are especially vulnerable to these market-based restrictions in the universal system. It is reported that co-payments for treatments beyond primary care are regularly expected from refugees in Turkey (United Nations Development Group, 2015).

Access to public healthcare services usually requires a valid Turkish ID card (LFIP, 2013) permits an equal right of access to registered migrants. Respective services to refugees are delivered by state and non-state organizations, but delivery thereof depends on permissions by governmental bodies (Ozcurumez & Yildirim, 2017). Despite these new regulations, recent studies find that barriers to healthcare access persist for Syrians in Turkey (Bilecen & Yurtseven, 2018; Mardin, 2017), while they are rarely explored for other refugees. Such access barriers for refugees and immigrants have been well researched in the Global North (Sargent & Larchanché, 2011). But the situation of countries currently hosting high numbers of refugees, such as Turkey, Lebanon and Jordan, remains under-researched (Parkinson & Behrouzan, 2015). In Turkey, existing literature investigating health status, healthcare access and treatment of refugees has focused mainly on the situation in the camps (Alpak et al., 2015; Pförtmueller et al., 2016). In contrast, there are only few studies examining the urban refugee population (Abbara et al., 2016). Challenges identified in the delivery of health to Syrian refugees
in Turkey include language barriers, problems in navigating the system and in registration (Bilecen & Yurtseven, 2018); a lack of translators, adequate follow-up treatments, delayed registration processes due to a lack of knowledge (Ekmecki, 2016); and a high number of claimants, a lack of knowledge about the legal rights situation among the healthcare staff, and inadequate continuous treatment (Kirisci, 2014).

Ankara, the case being examined in this paper, – with more than five million inhabitants – hosts 88 hospitals with 34.4 hospital beds and 4.9 intensive care unit beds per 10,000 people. More than 2000 general practitioners and more than 10,000 specialist physicians operate in the city (Republic of Turkey Ministry of Health, 2016). Despite this supply of medical institutions, our empirical data indicates that refugees mainly get treatment in only a small number of public hospitals.

**Concepts of stratified membership**

Migration challenges the classical perception of belonging in the welfare state, in which social rights such as healthcare access have been mainly reserved for citizens (Marshall, 1950). It is argued that granting social rights to immigrants might lead to social tensions as it requires a different legitimisation than the classical welfare state’s, which is rooted in a unified citizenry (Joppke, 2007). The fact that some newcomers, such as asylum seekers, are socially in need rather than net contributors further challenges perceptions of a unified society which is ethnically equal and draws clear boundaries between insider citizens and outsider non-citizens. This, and claims that emphasise immigrants’ responsibilities instead of their welfare state entitlements, make extensions of social rights to non-citizens counter-intuitive.

However, since the 1990s, an increasing body of literature has documented the granting of social rights to immigrants while not offering them naturalisation in the form of becoming citizens. Hence, social rights increasingly accompany legal status as a second dimension of citizenship. This has led to a reconceptualisation of citizenship as comprising both the legal and the social rights dimension. Furthermore, it is argued that a third dimension of citizenship, the identity dimension, is increasing in importance, which again results in reduced social rights for immigrants (Joppke, 2007). One example in this regard are political measures that tie eligibility for social benefits to language requirements.

Multidimensional understandings of citizenship break up dichotomies between citizen and non-citizen. Through the lens of stratified membership theories (Baldi & Goodman, 2015; Joppke, 2007; Morris, 2002; Olafsdottir & Bakhtiar, 2015; Sainsbury, 2012; Willen, 2012), this article views citizenship as manifold statuses along a continuum on a variety of axes of legal status, identity and rights. It proposes a dynamic model which extends the binary categories of citizen and non-citizen, includes path-dependent behaviour and orients itself towards empirical developments in nation-state structures in terms of both formal rights and realities. With the focus on social citizenship, a distinction between formal and substantial rights is particularly helpful (Sainsbury, 2012). Forms of access may not only be entry categories in the sense of legal distinctions, such as between asylum seekers and labour migrants, but also informally established categories of stratified membership at a variety of levels. For instance, special needs resulting from language or religion can also be a substantial hurdle (Castles & Schierup, 2010). These are part of a person’s identity, irrespective of their legal
status and their entitlements in the form of rights. This societal construction of different groups of immigrants by the receiving countries (Sargent & Larchanché, 2011) shapes the bureaucratic structure applied by host countries in designing access to healthcare. Accordingly, Olafsdottir and Bakhtiari (2015) understand health policies both as symbolic and as direct mechanisms of social inclusion and exclusion. As a result, healthcare policies are part of constructing categories of belonging in the nation state.

Citizenship is arguably more than legal status and may even comprise acts of citizenship outside any predefined or regulated dimension (Isin & Nielsen, 2008), such as individual practices by doctors who challenge the social order by treating undocumented migrants. Still, national welfare states continue to play a crucial role in the provision of social rights to immigrants, as they decide who is an eligible welfare recipient (Bommes & Geddes, 2000). It is thus the aim of this article to examine differentiation along the axes of legal status, identity and rights in Turkey. Based on empirical data, it contributes to a better understanding of varying healthcare accessibility for different groups of migrants, along multiple lines, including but going beyond ethnicity.²

**Methods**

The analysis is based on sixteen semi-structured interviews (Brinkmann, 2013; Ritchie, Spencer, & O’Connor, 2003) carried out in Ankara between February and June 2016 to understand the situation of urban refugees in the Turkish capital. We identified interlocutors from a broad range of positions in order to gain comprehensive insights from a variety of perspectives. Table 1 illustrates the position of the interviewees (two leading personalities from within the refugee communities, four health personnel, five non-state refugee supporters, three state affiliated actors, two academics), their gender (nine male, seven female), the language (eight in English, eight with an interpreter), and the type of documentation (ten recorded and transcribed, six with notes). The interviews followed an interview guide with open-ended questions, which we slightly modified when interviewing refugee community members. The interviews with the latter took place within their district. All others were carried out at the interviewee's institution.

We distinguished between interlocutors who mention differences across refugee groups without being prompted and the ones who do not. Framework analysis was used as the method of analysis (Gale, Heath, Cameron, Rashid, & Redwood, 2013, Pope, 2000, Ritchie et al., 2003), allowing comparability among cases and topics from interlocutors with varying positions.

Establishing contact through formal channels turned out to be extremely difficult. E-mail requests, sent to NGOs in both Turkish and English, remained unanswered as did formal petitions for a scientific interview with governmental bodies. As an alternative, we used the snowball method among our wider personal and professional network. Furthermore, certain tendencies indicate that, counter to intuition, it was an advantage to be an ‘outsider interviewer’, in the sense of being a non-Turkish, non-Arabic, German-speaking researcher interviewing refugees and citizens in Turkey. Even though different conditions were necessary to gain trust in each group, ethnicity or nationality did not prompt negative interactions in either. The researcher’s political affiliation was

²This article uses ‘ethnicity’ to refer to the different places of origin of the refugees in focus. While ‘nationality’ is decisive for the legal divisions, ethnic categories play vital roles, as exemplified with the Iraqi Turkmen community.
also not a source of curiosity. This case study germinates the notion that being an outsider actually stimulates an environment of trust that leads to richness in the data. Some informal interviews with Turkish scholars reinforced this evolving proposition. This article thus supports studies which reject one-dimensional ideas of ‘insider researchers’ whose qualifications are mainly co-ethnicity or co-nationality and favour conceptions of multiple statuses along which trust can emerge (Ergun & Erdemir 2010; Ryan, Kofman, & Aaron, 2011; Shinozaki 2012). Yet establishing the necessary informal contacts took time. We had to reschedule interviews at short notice and use unexpected windows of opportunity. Overall, this confirmed that, as the field of migration studies is expanding rapidly and qualitative research becomes internationalised with increasing global research programmes and mobile researchers, often with few methodological considerations, sensitivity about a foreign researcher’s role is essential.

**Key findings: stratified membership as empirical fact or as constructed practice?**

Overall, the research process revealed two distinct ways of understanding stratified membership practices. Firstly, they can be seen as empirical ‘facts’. In this understanding, information from the interviews about the legal situation and institutional practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview No.</th>
<th>Interviewee Position</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Documentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Administrative state hospital staff member</td>
<td>health personnel</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Turkish (interpreter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Afghan refugee community member</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Farsi (interpreter)</td>
<td>transcript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ASAM employee</td>
<td>state affiliated</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Human rights expert</td>
<td>academics</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Human rights student</td>
<td>academics</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Iraqi Turkmen</td>
<td>refugee community member</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Arabic (interpreter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Medicine student</td>
<td>non-state refugee support</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Neighbourhood foundation associate</td>
<td>non-state refugee support</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Turkish (interpreter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Official from a district social department</td>
<td>state affiliated</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Turkish (interpreter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Social worker</td>
<td>state affiliated</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Turkish (interpreter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Religious charity representative</td>
<td>non-state refugee support</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Turkish (interpreter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>State hospital doctor</td>
<td>health personnel</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Turkish Medical Association doctor</td>
<td>health personnel</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>University support group member</td>
<td>non-state refugee support</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>WHO employee</td>
<td>non-state refugee support</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Women health centre workers</td>
<td>health personnel</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Turkish (interpreter)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Table illustrates the interlocutors and settings of the interviews. They are the empirical basis of the article, and were conducted by the researchers in Ankara between February and June 2016.
build an empirical picture of varying lines of stratification currently evolving within healthcare access for urban refugees. One example is the opening of Migrant Health Centers for Syrians in 2017 which separates this group from both other refugees and Turkish citizens. The centers, mainly established in South-East Turkey, employ Syrian healthcare personnel for treating Syrians only (Bilecen & Yurtseven, 2018). This approach had not yet been established at the time of the interview with the WHO employee. Yet their defense of it, and their vigorous refusal to call it a parallel structure, reveals the tensions that the Turkish healthcare system faces with such a high number of immigrant arrivals. The interlocutor is aware that a separated system leads to long-run segregation with spillover effects to other social realms, yet puts emphasis on the short-term relief:

So, but these are not actual we don’t call them parallel systems or parallel services because it is not good. Even if they are parallel we don’t like to use this term, because it is like I heard that from a German doctor actually recent in a meeting he said, he didn’t like this idea, he said they did it for Turkish people in Germany some years ago, so it led how you say it, to establish small communities among German people, which is not good, they have to be integrated in the system actually [inaudible] so we don’t say they are parallel but at the moment. I mean you cannot wait for health. You cannot wait until they are integrated in the community. (WHO employee)

Secondly, stratified membership can also be understood as a constructed practice. Each interlocutor portrays the situation in a distinct manner. The narratives of healthcare access by the interlocutors itself construct stratified membership. Many interviewees describe the situation for refugees but are actually referring to Syrians only. For example, the aim formulated by the medicine student, the university support group member and the neighbourhood foundation associate, is to help refugees as a broad category. In fact, they support the Syrian community specifically. Another example encountered is the Turkish Medical Association doctor, who, on being asked about the registration process for refugees, explains the procedure for Syrians only. Generally, when speaking about issues in accessing healthcare, the interlocutors mostly expand on Syrians. Asking about ‘refugees’ in the interviews and letting the interlocutors talk freely made it possible to understand constructions of ‘refugeeness’. Accordingly, it could be observed that when interviewees introduced non-Syrian refugees, it often happened in reference to or as a contrast with Syrian refugees. Access to healthcare for Syrians is frequently compared with the one for Turkish patients. Others separated women and children, and Afghans and Iraqi Turkmen as distinct refugee groups within the international protection applicant group. In this way stratified membership can be understood as a constructed practice.

The legal procedure
The data about the legal procedure confirms a parallel procedure, i.e. a two-track system. Syrians are by definition temporary protection applicants. For them a variety of actors are involved with the registration system, and there is no central coordination. Non-Syrian refugees are international protection applicants.
They are like trying to create this separate track for Syrians. For education, for work and for health. That’s why I want to write a paper about that. They are separating everything. They are discriminating against the other group. (human rights expert)

The human rights expert explains that the various legal mechanisms create a social system for Syrians only, which discriminates non-Syrian refugees who do not have access to those targeted services. Despite these separate tracks, neither temporary protection applicants nor international protection applicants have long-term prospects from the Turkish authorities (Ekmekci, 2016; Soykan, 2017). However, most of the refugees have resided in the country for many years.

Registration is crucial for healthcare access, as has been confirmed by other studies focusing on healthcare access for Syrians in Turkey (Bilecen & Yurtseven, 2018). Still, in practice there is no guarantee of a fast or standardised process. While Syrians can register in all cities in Turkey, the human rights expert states that international protection applicants are expected to stay in so-called satellite cities, which are often in economically weak and rural areas. There they register for UNHCR appointments via Association for Solidarity with Asylum Seekers and Migrants (ASAM) offices. However, she indicates that in practice many of them reside in Istanbul, Izmir, Ankara etc. Within the latter group, Iraqis typically wait for a shorter amount of time before resettlement than Afghans. Residence permits which grant healthcare access are relatively easy for them to receive. For Afghans, however, there are no general resettlement policies. Hence, the human rights experts indicates that they often leave Turkey irregularly after years of waiting. They have also had more problems since the increased arrival of Syrians to Turkey. While registration for international protection applicants follows standardised procedures, we find that practices discriminate against Afghans. Indeed, Afghans protested in Ankara in front of the UNHCR Turkey head office in 2014 due to suspended registration procedures and deferred recognition procedures (Ikizoglu Erensu, 2016).

Our data furthermore indicates that the Afghans’ difficult situation, where the lack of a residence permit means they receive no healthcare treatment, forces this community to find solutions for themselves, often by directly asking medical personnel for informal help. Furthermore, the assumption of the interviewed WHO employee that non-Syrians, mostly Afghans, apply for a Syrian ID card in order to access services deserves closer attention. Our findings thus support recent research findings that Afghans in Turkey are also in a vulnerable position due to problematic registration conditions (Alemi et al., 2017; Ikizoglu Erensu, 2016). They are left with few rights, and in some instances are perceived as security threats rather than as deserving individuals.

3ASAM (Turkish: Sağlıkçılar ve Göçmenlerle Dayanışma Derneği) is an NGO founded in 1995 in Ankara (Ozcurumez & Yildirim, 2017). It is an implementation partner of both UNHCR and the Turkish government as it takes an active role in building up the healthcare net for immigrants. UNHCR registration is mediated by ASAM for non-Syrian refugees. The responsibilities of UN agencies, national and international NGOs and state institutions are intertwined. The ASAM employee emphasises their role as an independent NGO.

4Procedures changed in 2018. The UNHCR office in Ankara now restricts its activities to counseling and protection. Provincial DGMM offices in satellite cities register international protection applicants and provide them with an ID card which offers access to healthcare services (United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees [UNHCR], 2019).
It has to be noted that at the time of the interviews, the immigration system had not yet developed any formal systems for providing healthcare to refugees, and informal mechanisms were therefore in place. This reflects the general confusion surrounding the situation, expressed directly by the interlocutors and found in diverging statements from the interviews.

While some features are shared across refugees with different countries of origin, the legal situation and barriers to accessing health services can vary considerably. In accordance with the literature (Bilecen & Yurtseven, 2018), all interlocutors indicated that life-saving emergency treatment is universal, even for irregular migrants. For non-emergency treatment, though, the situation is more complex. After having received valid documents, Turkish citizens and foreigners both have access to the Turkish healthcare system. Yet there are systemic discrepancies. The following sections focus on issues leading to these discrepancies in a system which is relatively equal in formal terms, namely, problematic conditions in the overall healthcare system, unequal financial circumstances, and factors such as self-organisation, gender, and religion.

**Problematic conditions in the healthcare system**

Problematic conditions in the healthcare system overall emerged as crucial when discussing healthcare access. Some interlocutors indicated that barriers to healthcare are inherent to the system, regardless of status, be it citizen, international protection applicant or temporary protection holder. The general situation in Turkey is challenging. Refugees are viewed as a tipping point for an already overloaded system which was not prepared for additional patients. However, there are problems within the healthcare system that also make it weak for native-born citizens. The quality of public treatment is evaluated as bad by two doctors. This observation can be interpreted as indicating that people actually receive the same treatment irrespective of status, within a system with poor quality overall. Here a line of stratification emerges, which assigns a relatively bad public system to the poor and a better private system to the rich. Nevertheless, low-income Turkish citizens have facilitators in circumventing the pitfalls of the public system such as arrangements with private hospitals. Other general conditions make it especially hard for people with a refugee status, whether they are Syrians or international protection applicants, since both are groups with high vulnerability, who lack long-term prospects and are dependent on restrictive work permits.

The critical situation in public hospitals reveals implementation dynamics when granting social rights to non-citizens. When the state hospital doctor describes the formal process of accessing healthcare, he says that Turkish patients and refugee patients are treated in the same way. However, he deviates from this when describing his day-to-day experience, stating that some of his colleagues do not want to treat refugee patients. The state hospital doctor then takes in these patients, working up to his own limits and increasing his patient-doctor ratio without an increase in payment. He explains that he simply has to work faster and for longer hours, describing an overloaded system in which some doctors dedicate the means they have to the new group of patients, and others are reluctant to do so. It is intriguing to see in individual doctors’ behaviours how far they support the opening of certain citizenship components to non-citizens in their daily practice.
Consequently, while refugees are formally granted the social right to healthcare, this can be difficult to implement in practice. There is a tension between legal provisions and an overstretched healthcare system. Much of the health personnel is working at their limit. With this background, the interviewed state hospital doctor does not criticise colleagues for refusing to treat refugee patients. Instead, he criticises the flaws in the Turkish healthcare system. He is angry at the government for not increasing the capacity of the healthcare system, despite promises made. Mostly, hospitals are not paid for the additional work of caring for refugees. Consequently, the social right dimension hinges upon the hospital staff’s practices. The budgeters, such as members of a state hospital’s administration staff, decide to grant the social right irrespective of outside support or not, and the doctors decide for themselves if they will engage in more work to expand these rights to refugees.

Beyond general conditions of the healthcare system in Turkey, the Iraqi Turkmen remarks that the provision of services to refugees is less crucial than the admission of people fleeing. This adds a more basic view on health, linked to survival.

The Turkish government even though they didn't give like a lot of money I mean sufficient to cover every need, but at least they opened the borders and they were able to finish with that and war and that's the most important things, to stay alive.

(Iraqi Turkmen)

Unequal financial responsibilities

The healthcare reform has resulted in an overall co-payment system which incurs additional costs for treatments beyond primary care. These additional costs are especially problematic for patients in poor economic conditions. The fact that economic standing creates divisions in care crosscuts the citizen/refugee status as well as among different refugee groups. In general, interlocutors report a bureaucratic and complex system of payment. The crucial role of a valid ID card for getting treatment within the Turkish system is the underlying premise. Costs are a vital issue for all refugees. Chronic illnesses pose considerable financial challenges. Still, for Syrians and non-Syrians, some major treatments are not covered by the general health insurance, which pays for international protection applicants, nor by AFAD, which covers the costs of Syrians. There are also public arrangements with private hospitals that apply for Turkish citizens only, even though Turkish citizens and refugees with a valid ID card are officially supposed to be covered by the same health insurance scheme.

Next to a general system with additional costs beyond state provisions and informal extra costs for refugees, differences between refugee groups have been reported. Financially, the Afghan community is under the most pressure, mostly due to the fact that many of them have problems registering for official status; the Iraqi Turkmen are mostly covered, and the Syrians even more so. For Syrians, interviewees discussed additional healthcare costs but also exemptions, of e.g. service fees which Turkish people have to pay. They might also enjoy advantages in some parts of Turkey where many Syrians live and healthcare infrastructures have developed which specifically target the Syrian population. For international protection applicants, only additional costs are mentioned. The interlocutors clearly state that they, in contrast to Syrians,
have to pay the service fees for both treatment and for medicine. However, the ASAM employee notes that Iraqis can go to more hospitals than Syrians; the system for them has emerged over a longer period of time. This emphasises again the dynamic nature of the system. According to the human rights expert, there are differences across Turkey when it comes to covering extra costs for international protection applicants. In contrast, centralised payments for Syrians by AFAD are relatively straightforward.

On the institutional side, financial pressures endanger equal access. The state hospital staff claims that the state often does not cover refugee bills, counter to earlier arrangements. There is a discrepancy between formal arrangements and the operational outcome. As already mentioned, the goodwill of the medical staff is crucial at the implementation level. Yet, as shown by the understaffed and overcrowded hospitals with tight budget restrictions, this is a system which might easily collapse. The interviewees often critique the management, while acknowledging the challenging situation.

We do it. You saw the man working there (referring to an Arabic-speaking employee of the Foreign Patient Admission office). I think they are paid very little, but they talk to them like friends. (state hospital doctor)

Self-organisation, gender, and religion

In finding solutions to the challenges described, self-organisation within the refugee communities is widespread. All refugees show strong ties within their respective community, with dynamic structures of mutual help. Thereby, the evidence gathered suggests that Iraqi Turkmen are better networked at higher administrative levels than Afghans. Rather than providing healthcare access to individual cases, the Iraqi Turkmen describes efforts to change the overall structure. Varying levels of proactivity and structural possibilities to change their own situation remain an exciting field to research differences across the refugee communities. Furthermore, refugee doctors practicing illegally is widespread in the Syrian community. They are ambiguous figures. On the one hand, they represent the empowerment of refugees as actors who are otherwise constrained by work permits and a foreign healthcare system. On the other hand, they separate Syrians from the official healthcare system, and leave them in a parallel and inferior structure.

The situation of women has to be highlighted as an especially vulnerable group. Cultural differences between the refugee populations from different countries play a role; as Afghan women are extremely difficult to reach, the Turkish Medical Association doctor evaluates their access to healthcare as particularly problematic. Abortions are also an issue which might put Turkish and refugee women into difficult and possibly dangerous situations.

One thing that we face so often is that when they become pregnant and when they want to have an abortion and it’s so so hard. Of course not just for the Syrian women. All women in Turkey unfortunately but especially for them, because the system wants their husband’s permission to have the abortion, but it’s generally impossible. (Turkish Medical Association doctor)

There are instances which tackle the difficulties for women. The four Women and Girls Safe Spaces in Ankara target refugee women. They were established jointly by a public
university, the United Nations Population Fund and the Ministry of Health. While they provide medical treatment for women by sensitive staff, implementation fails to recognise important needs. Our empirical data suggests that the placement of the centres does not correspond to the refugees’ houses. Also, one of the centres shares the building with a local police station, putting its function as safe space for women into question.

Varying healthcare access and associated problems might also relate to religion. However, our data does not suggest that religion plays a vital role, with most interlocutors not mentioning it at all. Exceptionally, the ASAM employee speculates that Iraqi Turkmen, being Sunni, might have easier healthcare access than Afghans. The religious charity representative denies the role of religion in his account: he says that all refugees in Turkey are treated the same. The social worker highlights cultural differences between the Turkish and the Syrians. For him, religion is not an issue in the current situation. He emphasises that Iraqis, who according to him are mostly Turkmen, get along well in Turkey in terms of culture.

An attempt to structure the differences between different refugee groups leads to the following clusters: Syrians receive treatment under the best conditions, and are even partly exempt from co-payments that Turkish citizens have to make. Turkmen face some additional costs compared to Syrians, but their system has been established for longer. Finally, many Afghans just rely on the goodwill of doctors as many of them are not registered, mostly due to the discriminatory practices described above. They also face barriers due to their religious beliefs, and social resources such as a lack of networks at higher administrative levels. While some interviewees see tensions, overall differences are not spelled out clearly. Most interlocutors are rather engaged with other topics and only formulate the differences clearly in direct comparisons when probed.

**Contextualising the findings with concepts of stratified membership**

Stratified membership theories as outlined above understand the dimensions of status, rights and identity, which together constitute citizenship, as a mutual net of conditions. They influence one another in a continuous manner. Examples for these dynamics are the reported practices of health personnel which shape citizenship rights, both by narrowing and by widening them. The informants reported informal medical help which was given on an individual basis when patients did not have a valid ID card as well as out-of-pocket payments by the hospital administration when the state authorities did not remunerate treatment costs for refugees. These instances influence the dimensions of status and rights. Both practices occur in the dimension of rights; through their daily work, the health personnel turn legal rights into social rights, thereby producing practices of inclusion and exclusion, irrespective of status attributes and formal rights. Another direction of influence is characterised by the finding that some doctors refused to treat refugees, despite their successful registration and possession of a valid ID card, producing practices of exclusion. Importantly, these three instances of informality form civic membership as well. Healthcare access in this regard is a vital part of citizenship, in which inclusive and exclusive mechanisms are mediated.

Interlocutors emphasise that the newly established immigration regime in Turkey is still evolving. Similarly, in Italy, Morris (2002) points to discrepancies between formal access criteria and the experience of migrants. This resonates in the Turkish case as there are also formal entry criteria – highlighted in this paper through the statuses of
Syrians under the TPR (2014), non-Syrians eligible for international protection, and irregular migrants without official documents – but also informally established entry criteria. Our findings are in line with other recent scholarship that stresses the gap between legal provisions and actual healthcare access for Syrians (Bilecen & Yurtseven, 2018). What we add is a more differentiated analysis, which is not confined to ethnicity and takes into account varying degrees of access.

At the level of rights, our analysis of the implementation for refugee healthcare rights in Turkey showed that state institutions are still the main bodies that provide this social right. The role of NGOs and international bodies is restricted to financial support and training offers to help Turkish health personnel cope with the situation. Non-state support is also often in close collaboration with the state and carried out next to purely public health facilities in state hospitals and institutions that take on hybrid forms such as the Women and Girls Safe Space. These findings confirm that the nation state and its power in granting rights to the individual cannot be overlooked. In the implementation dynamics described, however, it becomes clear that there are more relevant factors. Subsequently, essentializing the state and adhering to methodological nationalism is also misguided (Wimmer & Glick Schiller, 2002).

(R)ather than dismissing or essentialising the nation-state, it is useful to consider citizenship and health policy at a variety of levels, from interpersonal processes of social exclusion to global frameworks of social rights. (Olafsdottir & Bakhtiari, 2015, p. 564f)

The status dimension in the overall conditions, with the registration process and the two-track system, is particularly crucial. It is legal status that is decisive in the Turkish case, and not citizenship status in the narrow sense of the word. Social rights for refugees depend on the legal status of accepted non-citizens within the international protection procedure or the temporary regime for Syrians. A narrow conception of citizenship in the sense of nationality as status is not decisive for receiving welfare benefits, but the legality of residence is crucial for refugees in Turkey. A valid identity card for Turkey is the prerequisite for receiving social benefits. As the most vulnerable group with the least secured access to healthcare, Afghans have the highest number of members without a legal status. Generally, it is less costly for national bureaucracies to offer universal social rights to citizens and immigrants than to deliver special services (inter alia Guiraudon, 2000). Since its reform, the Turkish healthcare system has adhered to the same principle of equality, including the incorporation of refugees with valid IDs. In theory, being legal is a given in the status dimension, and refugees and Turkish citizens are thus treated under the same healthcare scheme. Yet, contrary to this universal claim, practices by administrative and health personnel informally establish differences. Furthermore, individual claims of deservingness (Willen, 2012), which are based on moral imperatives, can be the basis for support. Those discrepancies between rights and practices are also prerequisites for the described self-organisation of refugees, which should be further investigated when applying the concept of acts of citizenship (Isin & Nielsen, 2008).

Some of the problematic general conditions indicate that barriers to healthcare are systemic problems, irrespective of the status dimension, be it citizen, international protection applicant or temporary protection holder. The low staff-patient ratio and the
system of co-payments, together with a qualitatively better private health system, divide the Turkish system along economic lines. This division of poor and rich crosscuts even citizen and non-citizen status. Still, public arrangements with private hospitals for Turks only uphold the status stratification between citizens and non-citizens, counter to the idea of the supposed universal coverage in an equal access national healthcare scheme.

The Turkish case does not depend on a formal identity dimension as do some European countries, with civic integration requirements such as state-provided language and culture courses or requirements of self-sufficiency (Joppke, 2007). Considering a lack of integrational measures and long-term prospects for refugees in Turkey, irrespective of their status, the dimension of identity plays an informal role in the analysed setting. The findings reveal how it is a vital part of civic membership. Language is crucial for urban refugees’ healthcare access; this was no problem for the Turkish-speaking Iraqi Turkmen. Furthermore, cultural differences play a role, as seen with the Afghan communities’ insularity. Consequently, intersectional problems can be observed. Female members of the Afghan community are especially difficult to reach. Another informal distinction, religion, was not an essential topic for healthcare access. Nevertheless, the Turkish government’s embracing of Sunnite Muslims through regulatory relief (Korkut, 2016) might explain one interlocutor’s statement that Iraqi Sunnis have easier access than Afghans.

**Conclusion**

This article shows that the healthcare system in Turkey can be categorised as a system of stratified membership beyond variations in the dimension of legal status. We identified different groups of refugees with entitlements to varying social rights. Beyond the two-track system for refugees in Turkey, with Syrians under temporary protection and non-Syrians as international protection applicants, there are also considerable differences between ethnicities applying for the status of international protection. The two largest refugee groups in Turkey after Syrians – Iraqi Turkmen and Afghans – exemplify considerable variation between two groups of international protection applicants. Next to ethnic categories of origin, factors such as gender, culture, language skills and the individual economic situation play crucial roles. In particular, the last line of division regarding the economic situation blurs the separation between citizens and refugees. Building on an understanding that healthcare policies are political means that can include or exclude immigrants, these insights into varying degrees of access are relevant not only for reflections about social systems but also for discussions on citizenship and immigration. Moreover, this article adds to continuing efforts to break up a Western-centred discussion by shifting the empirical focus to countries which have been less studied in regard to their social policies and immigration regimes, while often bearing the brunt of forced migration. Comparisons with practices in other countries can help to understand the ongoing stratifications of rights.

Here, we take the current two-track system for refugees in Turkey as a starting point. This places a strong emphasis on ethnicity by focusing on Syrians and international protection applicants, and, within that group, on Iraqi Turkmen and Afghans as separate groups. Perspectives which go beyond an ethnic lens (Runfors, 2016) can enrich the proposed stratified membership perspective. Likewise, our proposed distinction of stratified membership as both an empirical fact and a constructed practice deserves
closer attention. The discursive level which currently constructs ‘refugeeness’ as Syrian is decisive for people’s self-understanding, entitlements, the host population’s attitudes and, finally, policy efforts. This article showed that the expansion of social rights to refugees in the case of Turkey has not resulted in standardised implementation mechanisms. Future research needs to further examine the complex interplay of status, rights and identity, to study the implications and to reflect upon the justification and the questionable moral basis for practices of stratified membership.
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